Abstract. We present a new approach to model the
Introduction

It has been shown that the Global Positioning System (GPS) is a useful tool to estimate the ionospheric
Total
Model
We will concentrate our study on the effects of the ionosphere -a dispersive medium-on the phase and group delay of this media, As• and Ask respectively. we get the corrected phases L•i (see Blewitt 1990 ).
The difference between these two corrected phases named ionospheric combination---depends only on the ionospheric differential delay between the two frequencies, jointly with the instrumental delays: -+ + Finally, applying i to 2, we obtain the relationship 3. 
Data Analysis
As an application of this approach we use two models that will be compared' the first one with one spherical layer limited by heights 50 and 500 kin; the second with two spherical layers with limits at heights 50, 500 and 5000 kin. Each shell has been divided into cells of 10 x 10 degrees, and the integration time has been taken as 6 hours.
The coordinate system choosen is the Equatorial Geocenttic reference system' the X axis points towards the Vernal equinox, the Z-axis towards the North astronomical Pole and the Y-axis forms a positive oriented reference frame. We use the typical associated spherical coordinates: geocentric distance, right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC).
In this reference system the Sun only changes i degree per day aproximately (so it is quasi-fixed); and the North magnetic pole differs around 12 degrees from the Z-axis. Therefore with these coordinates the description of the ionosphere can be assumed more stationary than in others commonly used (i.e. longitude-latitude).
Each solution obtained after analyzing 6 hours of data has been recursively combined using a K alman filter.
We assume that the TEC variations between consecutive solutions are modeled as a random walk with a process noise in 6 hours of (r6a -10 cm and the instrumental delays are considered constants.
To solve the problem of cells poorly illuminated, in the present analysis we have weakly constrained the elec- Finally, we can comment that the discretization errors could be important considering only two layers. Nevertheless this errors are, common to the first layer in both models, and very small for the low electron density of the second layer. So this not affects to the delay comparison study.
